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Introducing the fortiss IIoT focus

Decentralised Edge Computing: implementing the Far Edge
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The role of Open-source

Industrial IoT Example
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Challenges for IoT
Blockage of Widespread and Sustainable Adoption

Interoperability
- Vendor silos
- Require a lot of human intervention

Lack of skills
- Closed technology
- Fast technological advancement

Standardisation fragmentation
- Different sectors
- Lack of universal implementations

IoT platforms competitive landscape and database 2020
https://iot-analytics.com/iot-platform-companies-landscape-2020/
Solution

Open-source as enabler of Innovation

Pervasiveness

- Simplification and standardization
- Modular architectures
- Easily portable (e.g., containerized solutions)

Innovation

- Academia and industry work facilitated
- Faster implementation
- Attracts developers

New Business ecosystems

- Transparency /trust (democratization)
- New players
- Faster time to market
The Way Forward
The European IoT HUb - Growing a sustainable and comprehensive ecosystem for Next Generation Internet of Things*

And in cooperation with several other stakeholders in the IoT community ...
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